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Abstract
Objective: Recent studies in rodents show that noise exposure may cause permanent damage to
inner hair cell synapses, even when hearing thresholds return to their baseline (Fernandez et al.,
2015; Liberman et al., 2015). Emerging evidence indicates that similar damage may occur in
humans (Liberman et al., 2016), and is known in the literature as cochlear synaptopathy (CS) or
hidden hearing loss. CS would likely cause functional deficits in temporal coding and speech-innoise (Furman, Kujawa & Liberman, 2013; Kumar et al., 2012). The objective of the current
research was to compare the speech-in-noise performance of an at-risk group of student
musicians to a control group of individuals with limited noise exposure.
Method: The experimental group consisted of 20 student musicians (MAGE = 22.7, SD = 3, range
=18-28). The control group was comprised of 22 students with normal hearing and limited noise
exposure (MAGE = 21.9, SD = 2.5, range =18-27). Previous noise exposure was estimated using
the Noise Exposure Structured Interview (NESI; Guest et al., 2018). The hearing-in-noise test
(HINT; Nillson et al., 1994) and the random gap-in-noise test (RGDT; Keith, 2000) were
administered to assess temporal and speech-in-noise perception abilities. A Bayesian multilevel
linear model was used to investigate differences in HINT scores between groups and conditions.
Results: The musician group showed higher estimated lifetime exposure than the control group.
Differences were found between conditions of the HINT, but not between groups. No association
was found between HINT-ITD and estimated lifetime noise exposure.
Discussion: It is possible that the population studied did not have sufficient noise exposure to
exhibit difficulties processing temporal stimuli. Given the current literature on CS in humans,
strict inclusion criteria, broad research protocols and interdisciplinary collaborations are
iii

warranted. Future studies should focus on finding behavioral tests with good sensitivity and
specificity to reliably diagnose CS in humans in older musicians.
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Lay Summary
Recent studies in rodents show that noise exposure may cause permanent damage to inner hair
cell synapses (Fernandez et al., 2015; Liberman et al., 2015). This damage, known in the
literature as hidden hearing loss or cochlear synaptopathy, may also occur in humans (Liberman
et al., 2016). Loss of these synapses may lead to functional deficits in the use of temporal
elements of sound and in speech-in-noise performance. The current study compares the
performance of young musicians and a control group of non-musicians on the hearing-in-noise
test and the random gap in noise test. Findings of the current study do not demonstrate a
difference in speech-in-noise perception between groups.
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Preface
This research project is part of a larger project on cochlear synaptopathy taking place in the
Middle Ear Laboratory at the University of British Columbia under the coordination of Dr.
Navid Shahnaz. The research project was approved by the University of British Columbia
Research Ethics Board (certificate number #H16-02052) under the title “Hidden Hearing Loss –
HHL”.

Data collection for the project was conducted by Ainsley Ma, Charlene Chang, Natalie Tran and
myself. The full protocol consisted of three different testing sessions. I administered tests that are
a part of the second session of the protocol, which included the temporal modulation transfer
function test, the triplet digit test, the hearing-in-noise test and the random gap in noise test.
Occasionally, data collection for session 2 was conducted by Charlene Chang or Ainsley Ma, and
I occasionally participated in data collection for session 1 of the project (see Appendix A for a
description of the full project protocol). University of British Columbia Audiology students
(Elizabeth Dunlop, Haley Gynane, Mitchel Harris, Shandryn Kozin, Danielle Lafleur, Kelsey
Miller, Darren Roussel, Saruka Santhiran, Natalie Tran, Jaclyn Wiebe) also participated in data
collection for the first and second sessions of 4 musicians and 3 non-musician participants, as
part of a Research Methods class.

Pilot testing specifically for the hearing-in-noise test was carried out from September to
December 2019 by myself. Protocol implementation consisted of a collaboration between Dr. Sig
Soli, Dr. Valter Ciocca and myself. The data analysis was a collaboration between Dr. Valter
Ciocca and myself.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Maximum permitted noise exposure levels for Canadian workers differ depending on
jurisdiction (Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety, 2016). These noise
regulations are based on the assumption that temporary hearing threshold shifts do not result in
permanent damage to the hair cells (Arenas & Sulter, 2014). However, studies using animal
models show that permanent damage may occur to auditory structures even if hearing thresholds
go back to their baseline (e.g. Robertson, 1983; Liberman, 1982; Spoendlin, 1971). This type of
damage perturbs the transmission of information between the inner hair cells and auditory nerve
fibers (ANF) and has been designated in the literature as “cochlear synaptopathy” (CS) or
“hidden hearing loss” (Schaette & McAlpine, 2011).
1.1

Cochlear Synaptopathy
Studies on animal models demonstrate that synapses between inner hair cells and ANFs

may be the most vulnerable structure to noise-induced damage (Furman et al., 2013; Kujawa &
Liberman, 2009; Lin et al., 2011). There are two types of ANFs that connect hair cells in the
organ of Corti to higher levels of processing. Type I ANFs synapse with inner hair cells whereas
type II connects with outer hair cells (Fuchs et al., 2003). Type I ANFs can be further divided
into categories based on spontaneous rate (SR) of firing and amount of depolarization needed to
generate an action potential. Approximatively 60% of all type I ANFs have a high-SR and low
thresholds (Liberman et al., 2011). Structurally, these fibers have thicker axons and more
mitochondria in their peripheral terminals (Liberman, 1988; Liberman & Kiang, 1978; Liberman
et al., 2011). Noise-induced CS seems to be selective to ANFs with a high threshold and low-SR
that connect to inner hair cells (Furman et al., 2013; Liberman & Liberman, 2015). Several
authors suggest that the vulnerability of low-SR ANFs to noise may be due to glutamate
1

exotoxicity (Liberman & Kujawa, 2017; Liberman, 1982; Robertson, 1983; Spoendlin, 1971).
Glutamate can have toxic properties in the nervous system when it is released in excess, resulting
in swelling as calcium and water enter the neuron (Mayer & Westbrook, 1987). Low-SR ANFs
have a lower capacity of glutamate reuptake compared to high-SR ANFs, as demonstrated in an
immunostaining study (Furness et al., 2003). When low-SR ANFs are damaged, hearing
thresholds remain unaffected because high-SR fibers are still able to respond to low-level sounds
(Furman et al., 2013). CS due to noise overexposure has been demonstrated in noise-exposed
mice (Kujawa & Liberman, 2009), rats (Lobarinas et al., 2017), guinea pigs (Furman et al., 2013;
Lin et al., 2011), chinchillas and rhesus macaques (Hickox et al., 2017; Valero, Burton et al.,
2017). Studies on CS in mice models show a rapid loss of peripheral terminals of the inner hair
cell ANFs, followed by a slow cell death and disappearance of nerve fibers after a period that can
vary from months to years (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009; Liberman et al., 2015). However, the
picture for humans is less straightforward than in other animals.
1.2

Cochlear Synaptopathy in Humans
Makary et al. (2011) conducted histological post-mortem analyses on 100 human

cochleae with no significant hair-cell loss. Makary and colleagues counted individual ANFs and
were able to conduct cross-comparisons with different age groups. A steady decline of mean
ANFs was observed as age increased. By the age of 90 years old, a mean loss of 30% of ANFs
was found. Furthermore, cases with clear noise-exposure history had individual ANF counts
well below the mean obtained for those with no clear history of noise exposure. Makary et al.’s
results provide suggestive evidence of a loss of ANFs through life events such as excessive noise
exposure and aging. Because such invasive methods are not possible during an individual’s
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lifetime, researchers have turned to non-invasive electrophysiological and behavioral methods to
find sensitive measures of CS in humans.
In rodent models, wave I amplitude of the auditory brainstem response (ABR), produced
by synchronous firing of ANFs (Hashimoto et al., 1981), has been found to diagnose CS
accurately (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009; Sergeyenko et al., 2013 Mehraei et al., 2016;
Fernandez et al., 2015; Valderrama et al., 2018). In humans, some studies have noted altered
ABRs in individuals with a history of noise exposure and normal audiograms (e.g. Valderrama et
al., 2018; Bramhall et al., 2017; Stamper and Johnson, 2015). However, other groups have not
reported such a relationship (e.g. Prendergast et al., 2017; Kluk, Prendergast, Guest, Munro &
Léger, 2016). Other electrophysiological measures that have been used to investigate CS include
forward masking ABR (e.g. Mehraei et al., 2017), electrocochleography (e.g. Liberman et al.,
2016; Stuermer et al., 2015), frequency following response (e.g. Prendergast et al., 2017) and
envelope following response (e.g. Guest et al., 2017). Again, there have been mixed results for
these measures, where some studies report worse results for individuals at-risk of CS (Liberman
et al., 2016; Stuermer et al., 2015), whereas others do not (e.g. Guest et al., 2017; Mehraei et al.,
2017; Prendergast et al., 2017). Amplitudes and latencies of individual ABR waves vary
considerably in humans (Trune et al., 1988). These variations are attributable to many factors
such as head size, sex and physiological noise (Plack et al., 2016), which could explain why
results have been mixed. In many of these electrophysiological studies, electrode placement or
impedance across trials can be a source of interference (Plack et al., 2016). An additional
limitation of physiological measures is that they are not always feasible in clinical settings due to
time and financial constraints.
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To date, there is no single test that allows for a reliable diagnosis of CS in humans. As
the field is still in its early days, some researchers have chosen a test-battery approach, allowing
an investigation of most aspects of auditory function in relation to CS (e.g. Liberman et al., 2016;
Verhulst et al., 2018). The current study is part of a larger project investigating a variety of
behavioral and electrophysiological measures in listeners at risk of CS. In the context of this
dissertation, the review will focus on the use of questionnaires about noise exposure
measurements, extended-high frequency audiometry, supra-threshold measures of temporal
processing, and speech-in-noise (SIN) tasks.
1.2.1

Noise exposure questionnaires
In animal models, researchers can decide on precise decibel (dB) levels and timeframes

of noise exposure that are just enough to cause CS with little or no hair cell damage. Noise
exposure in humans is less easily controlled and difficult to measure accurately throughout the
lifetime. Often, guided self-reports are conducted through questionnaires or interviews. Recently,
three measures of noise exposure have been used in CS studies: the Noise Exposure
Questionnaire (NEQ – Johnson et al., 2017; Bernard et al., 2019), the Lifetime Exposure of
Noise and Solvents Questionnaires (LENS-Q; Bramhall et al., 2017; Griest et al., 2015; Gordon
et al., 2017) and the Noise Exposure Structured Interview (NESI; Guest et al., 2018). The NEQ
(Bernard et al., 2019) was created to quantify an individual’s annual occupational and
recreational noise exposure. In this questionnaire, participants are asked to report time spent in
noisy settings. While it gathers important information on noisy activities, the NEQ does not
account for the use of hearing protection. The LENS-Q consists of an in-depth questionnaire
about frequency and duration of exposure, as well as use of hearing protection for a variety of
possible sources of noise exposure, such as nonmilitary occupational noise, military occupational
4

noise and recreational noise. The reliability and validity of the both the NEQ and the LENS-Q
has not been assessed. The NESI consists of a standardized interview script that is structured,
yet flexible depending on the individuals’ previous noise exposure (Guest et al., 2018). In other
words, it is able to account for changing exposure habits over the lifetime by dividing the
lifespan into periods. The experimenter requests information on all noisy activities and asks
participants to use a vocal effort chart to determine an approximate sound level for each activity.
Using information from exposure duration, sound level and use of hearing protection for each
activity, an estimation of lifetime noise exposure is calculated in units of noise exposure, where
one unit is equivalent to one year of work at 90 dBA. Dewey et al. (2018) tested 19 musicindustry workers and 43 non-music industry workers on the NESI (age range = 25 – 40). Music
industry workers obtained values in the upper end of the overall range (between ~4 and 300) and
had a high density of scores centered around 20 units of noise exposure. By contrast, the NESI
scores for the non-music group were less spread out (between ~0.01 and 100). The NESI has also
been used in studies on CS (Guest et al., 2017; Shehorn et al., 2020). Guest and colleagues
matched a group of 16 individuals (range = 18-40 years of age) with impaired speech perception
in noise (SIN) with 16 control participants on the basis of age, sex and audiometric thresholds up
to 14 kHz. They found that units of lifetime noise exposure obtained were similar for individuals
with SIN impairments (MNESI ≈ 9.5, range ≈ 0.7 - 55) and control listeners (MNESI ≈7.5, range ≈
0.2 - 95). Reliability of the NESI was evaluated by comparing reported dB level based on vocal
effort and noise levels directly measured in workplace settings using a dosimeter (Ferguson et
al., 2019). In this comparative study, Ferguson and colleagues tested 168 young adults between
16-25 years of age. Of the 168 young adults who participated in the study, 91% reported noise
levels within 6 dB of the direct measurement and 56% reported levels within 3 dB of the direct
5

noise measurements from their workplace. On the basis of this evidence, using vocal effort as
method to estimate noise levels likely has good reliability, allowing for a decent estimation of
lifetime noise exposure through the NESI.
1.2.2

Measures of temporal processing
As noted previously, CS likely affects primarily type I ANFs that have a low-SR and high

thresholds. Damage to these fibers could cause a desynchronization in ANF firing, affecting the
temporal coding of sounds (Bharadwaj et al., 2014; Lopez-Poveda & Barrios, 2013). Thus,
researchers have turned to assessments of temporal acuity to investigate functional consequences
of CS, such as interaural time difference (ITD) detection thresholds. One assessment of temporal
processing that has not been used previously in CS studies is gap detection.
Gap detection
Gap detection has been integrated into test batteries for central auditory processing
disorders in children and adults as a way to evaluate temporal resolution (e.g. Dias et al., 2011).
In this forced choice task, two stimuli are presented with intervening silent intervals (i.e. gaps) of
varying duration. Listeners are asked to indicate when they detect the presence of one long or
two short sounds. Although pure tones, clicks, and bursts of broadband noise have been used in
gap detection studies, broadband noise has the advantage of masking spectral splatter caused by
abruptly terminating a sound (Jerger and Musiek, 2000; Trehub et al., 1995). There are two
commercially available gap detection tests that allow the use of broadband noise stimuli: the
gaps-in-noise test (GIN; Musiek et al., 2005) and the random gap detection test (RGDT; Keith,
2000), which both have good specificity and reliability (Musiek et al., 2005). In the GIN test, a
series of 6-sec segments of broadband noise containing 0 to 3 silent gaps are presented. The
stimulus intervals can vary between 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 ,15 and 20 msec. In this test, the gap
6

duration and location of gaps within the noise segments are pseudorandomized (Musiek et al.,
2005). In the RGDT, the gap location is always in the middle and typically varies between 0, 2,
4, 8, 10, 15, 20 msec. The segments can be presented either randomly or through an adaptive
procedure. Previous studies using broadband noise stimuli with these two methods found gap
detection thresholds between 2 and 4.9 msec for young adults with normal hearing (Lister,
Roberts & Lister, 2011; Musiek et al., 2005). The current study evaluates temporal resolution
using the RGDT because there is evidence that it is more strongly associated with SIN
performance than the GIN (Hoover, Pasquesi, and Souza, 2015).
Interaural time differences
One temporal processing cue that could be affected by CS is the “interaural time
difference” (ITDs). ITDs result from the difference in the physical distance between a sound
source and each ear (Plack, 2014, p.158). Low-frequency neurons are likely responsible for the
encoding of this binaural cue (Middlebrooks and Green, 1990; Wightman, Kisler and Anderson,
1992). ITDs become ambiguous above about 750 Hz because the half-wavelength at this
frequency is shorter than the distance between the two ears of an average head. Two studies have
used ITD detection thresholds (i.e., the smallest detectable ITD) to explore the functional
consequences of CS (Bharadwaj et al., 2015; Mehraei et al., 2016). Bharadwaj et al. (2015) used
a series of suprathreshold auditory tests to investigate functional consequences of CS in
participants with low and high noise exposure. Participants were placed in low-exposure and
high-exposure groups based on their answers on a questionnaire looking at the frequency of
reported attendance to loud events, the number of times they experienced temporary threshold
shifts, and whether or not they use earphones on a regular basis. The high-exposure group had
significantly higher ITD thresholds compared to the low-exposure group. However, results in
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Bharadwaj et al. (2015) should be interpreted with caution due to the nature of their noise
exposure measure, a short questionnaire, and the small sample of participants. Mehraei and
colleagues investigated normal hearing listeners’ sensitivity to ITDs in relation to wave V
latency shifts in noise. This ABR measure is thought to be an indicator of the integrity of low-SR
fibers, as these fibers have a delayed onset response relative to high-SR fibers (Bourien et al.,
2014). Mehraei and colleagues found that wave V latency-shift in noise predicted the envelope
ITD thresholds, which ranged from ~200 to 800 µs. Listeners who showed large wave-V latency
shifts with increasing noise performed better on ITD thresholds for both 2 kHz and 4 kHz.
Together, evidence from Bharadwaj et al. (2015) and Mehraei et al. (2016) is consistent with the
idea that ITDs may be encoded to some extent by low-SR ANFs and may be affected by noise
exposure.
Spatial separation of target sound and background noise give us access to interaural level
differences (ILDs), as well as ITD cues. ILD cues rely on the difference in sound level between
the two ears as a consequence of the relative difference in the location of the ears relative to a
given sound source (Plack, 2014, p. 162). Unlike ITDs, the difference in level between ears is a
more effective localization cue at high-frequencies because high-frequency sounds are more
easily attenuated by the head, creating a head-shadow effect. ITD and ILD cues not only help
with sound localization but also in the detection of speech in background noise (Plack, 2014,
p.162). For example, Culling et al. (2004) investigated the role of ITD and ILD cues in
understanding speech in competing backgrounds. They found that listeners had more advantage
due to spatial separation when both ILD and ITD cues are available, and that when speech was
separated from the interfering signal by 90 degrees, listeners benefitted more from ITD than ILD
cues. This first conclusion is in-line with the effect known as “spatial release from masking”
8

(Carhart et al., 1969; Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2001), where listeners achieve better SIN
recognition when speech is separated from noise due to increased access to ITD and ILD cues.
A number of other studies with normal hearing listeners show that ITD cues have greater
contribution to on one’s ability to perceive SIN than ILD cues (e.g. Glyde et al., 2013; Bernstein
& Trahiotis, 2015, 2016). Using a SIN test that allows for independent manipulation of ITD and
ILD cues would be of importance, as ITD perception could be disrupted to a greater extent in
listeners with suspected CS.
1.2.3

Tests of speech perception in noise
Kujawa & Liberman (2009) suggested that the damage to Type I ANFs could be especially

apparent in situations with low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), such as during speech recognition in
noise. Thus, some researchers have turned to SIN tests to evaluate functional consequences of
CS. SIN ability is usually measured by establishing a speech reception threshold (SRT). The
SRT is the SNR (S/N, measured in dB) at which a fixed percentage (usually 50%) of a speech
material is recognized accurately (Plomp, 1976).
Some SIN tests frequently used in clinic or research settings include the Hearing-in-Noise
test (HINT; Nilsson et al., 1994), the Listening in Noise - Sentences test (LiSN-S; Cameron,
Dillon & Newal, 2006) and the Quick Speech-in-Noise test (QuickSIN; Killion et al., 2004). The
table below summarizes the characteristics of each of these tests.
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Table 1.1 Comparison of common speech-in-noise tests
HINT
(Nilsson et al., 1994)
Objective

Sentences

Speaker
Background
noise

Speech
location
Stimulus
presentation
level
Step size
Transducers

Time of
completion
Normative
sample

QuickSIN
(Killion et al., 2004)

LiSN-S
(Cameron, Dillon &
Newal, 2006)
Evaluations of binaural
Evaluation of difficulties Evaluation of
hearing aid fittings
in SIN perception and
auditory processing
guide hearing aid
in children
selection for adults
Simple sentences; Grade 1 Complex and
Simple sentences
reading level
semantically
120 sentences, up to
unpredictable
30 sentences per
12 lists of 20 sentences
12 lists of 6 sentences
condition
Male
Female
Female
Speech-shaped noise
Multi-talker babble
Distractor story;
at 0°, 90 or 270° azimuth
at 0° azimuth
same or different
voices at 0°, +/-90°
azimuth
0° azimuth
0° azimuth
0° azimuth
Background noise remains Sentences remain fixed
fixed at 65 dB(A)
at 80 dB HL
4 dB then 2 dB
Loudspeaker, TDH
earphones or HDA
earphones
5 minutes per list

5 dB
Loudspeaker, insert
earphones or TDH
earphones
1 minutes per list

67 adults (MAGE = 38.7
years) with normal
hearing using headphones

26 adults with normal
hearing using insert
earphones

Distractor story
remains fixed at 55
dB SPL
4 dB then 2 dB
HD215 headphones

5 minutes per list
132 adolescents and
adults (range = 12 to
60 years of age) with
normal hearing

N.B. It is suggested to
create own clinic norms if
using soundfield.
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Fundamentally, these tests differ in terms of type of background noise, speakers, utterance
length and sentence complexity. Background sounds can have masking effects at the level of the
periphery (e.g. neural representation) or at higher levels of processing. Overlapping neural
signals can degrade the target speech, known as “energetic masking” in the literature (Kidd et al.,
2008). At higher levels of processing, semantic information in the background noise can distract
from the task at hand (Röer et al., 2017) and is known as “informational masking” (Kidd et al.,
2008). QuickSIN and LiSN-S use distractor speech as the background signal, which allows both
energetic and informational masking, whereas the HINT leads exclusively to energetic masking
as speech-shaped noise is used. These different types of background noise have an impact on the
amount of spatial release from masking obtained. For instance, in normal hearing listeners, a
primarily informational masker led to an 18 dB spatial release from masking, whereas an
energetic masker led to 7 dB spatial release from masking (Arbogast et al., 2002). Using speech
as background noise could also introduce an unwanted source of variability to threshold
measurements, due unpredictable access to dip listening during amplitude and spectral dips in the
distractor speech signal (Freyman et al., 1999). QuickSIN includes sentences that are less
semantically predictable and a more complex vocabulary than HINT (e.g. HINT: ‘The wife
helped her husband’; QuickSIN: ‘A cruise in warm waters in a sleek yacht is fun’) (Wilson et al.,
2007). Additionally, HINT sentences are shorter (mean = 5.3 words) than QuickSIN sentences
(mean = 8.3 words) (Parbery-Clark et al., 2009). All three tests have been widely used in clinical
studies but only HINT and LiSN-S can be used to estimate the use of sound localization cues for
speech perception, as QuickSIN does not spatially separate speech from noise signals. The
current study will use HINT as the noise level of presentation is higher, and more similar to the
noise in typical noisy environments, than the distractor level in LiSN-S. A higher level of
11

presentation could lead to additional involvement of Type I ANFs with low-SR and high
thresholds. In addition to the advantage of relying only on energetic masking, the experimental
version of HINT used in the current study allowed for the independent manipulation of ITD and
ILD cues, which was not available in LiSN-S.
Noise exposure and speech-in-noise perception
To date, a number of studies have found that higher noise exposure can lead to
difficulties in SIN perception in individuals with occupational noise exposure such as train
drivers (Kumar et al., 2012), shipyard workers and preschool teachers (Kujala et al., 2004),
military workers (Alvord, 1983; Hope et al., 2013) or musicians (Liberman et al., 2016) (see Le
Prell & Clavier, 2016 for a review). Notably, Liberman et al. (2016) investigated individuals atrisk of CS on a number of measures including SIN perception. Their study included 34
participants between the ages of 18 and 41 who were assigned into high-risk and low-risk groups
based on their answers on a noise exposure questionnaire. Most of the participants in the highrisk group were music students from the local university. All participants had normal hearing at
conventional frequencies (250-8000 Hz) and present distortion product otoacoustic emissions
(DPOAE), indicating good outer hair cell function. Liberman and colleagues used
electrocochleography to assess the integrity of ANFs. This measure allowed for a calculation of
the SP/AP ratio: the ratio of summating potential generated by hair cells over the action potential
generated by the cochlear nerve. Their test battery also included word recognition testing at 35
dB HL using the Northwestern University Auditory Test Number 6 (NU-6; Tillman and Carhart,
1966), a list of 50 phonetically balanced words. Word recognition scores were obtained under
various conditions, including: (1) in quiet, (2) in the presence of ipsilateral noise at an SNR of 5
dB or 10 dB. While both groups performed similarly in word recognition in quiet, the high-risk
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group had more difficulty with word recognition in the noise conditions. The authors suggested
that the performance differences may be due to CS as the SP/AP ratios correlated with
performance in all conditions of word recognition in noise. However, Yeend et al. (2017)
suggested that the difference in SIN performance between listeners with normal hearing and
those with CS may also be due to the higher EHF thresholds obtained by the at-risk group. While
some studies found a positive association between noise exposure and difficulties with SIN
perception, the literature on this topic is not consistent. Researchers have subsequently reported
either a failure to reject the null hypothesis (e.g. Fulbright et al., 2017; Grinn et al., 2017; Grose
et al., 2017; Guest et al., 2018; Le Prell et al., 2018; Yeend et al., 2017). Another explanation for
these inconsistencies could lie in the variations of lifetime noise exposure between experimental
groups. For instance, participants in Fulbright et al. (2017) were assigned to the experimental
and control groups based on the amount of recreational noise exposure, whereas those in
Liberman et al. (2016) were classified into high-risk and low-risk group based on both
recreational and occupational noise exposure. Most of the high-risk participants in the study by
Liberman et al. (2016) were music students. The following section will discuss the speech in
noise performance by musicians.
1.3

Musicians and speech-in-noise perception
Musicians are an interesting population to study in the context of CS, as they are often

exposed to an amount of noise that exceeds recommended limits through their solo practice,
small and large group practice and concerts (Chasin, 2009). Musicians are an at-risk population
for hearing disorders such as sensorineural hearing loss, tinnitus or hyperacusis (Di Stadio et al.,
2018). Yet, hearing protection is underused by both student and professional musicians
(Laitinen, 2005; Zander et al., 2008). While intensive musical practice likely increases the risk of
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a hearing loss, music training has also been widely investigated as a form of experiencedependent neuroplasticity in the auditory system (Pantev & Herholz, 2011; Bidelman & Alain,
2015). Several researchers have suggested that musicians have enhanced encoding of sound at
different steps of the auditory pathway, including the auditory cortex (Schneider et al., 2002;
Bianchi et al., 2019; Du and Zatorre, 2017), brainstem (Musacchia et al., 2007, 2008; Wong et
al., 2007; Parbery-Clark et al., 2009, 2011; Bidelman and Krishnan, 2010; Bidelman et al., 2011)
and even the cochlea (Bidelman et al., 2016). This enhanced encoding translates in better
performance in tasks related to pitch perception (e.g. Brattico et al., 2001; van Zuijen et al.,
2004), rhythm (e.g. van Zuijen et al., 2004) and melody (e.g. Fujioka et al., 2005). Many
researchers have investigated whether the enhanced encoding of sound in musicians extends to
SIN perception. Some studies showed an advantage for musicians compared to control groups of
non-musicians in SIN tasks (e.g. Başkent & Gaudrain, 2016, Clayton et al., 2016; Parbery-Clark,
2009; Parbery-Clark, 2011; Swaminathan et al., 2015; Yoo and Bidelman, 2019), while others
did not (e.g. Boebinger et al., 2015; Coffey et al., 2016; Fuller et al., 2014; Madsen et al., 2017,
2019; Ruggles et al., 2014; Yeend et al., 2017; Zendel & Alain, 2012). Studies that used HINT to
estimate SIN performance reported a small advantage for young musicians with normal hearing
(≤15 dB HL from 250-8000 Hz) in the noise front condition, but not for the noise side condition
in (Parbery-Clark et al., 2009; Parbery-Clark et al., 2011). Generally, if an advantage for SIN is
seen for musicians, it is often small and based on a small sample size (12 to 18 musicians).
A few studies have investigated the association among noise exposure, years of music
training, and SIN scores. Some have found that years of music training are positively correlated
with SIN scores, and noise exposure history is negatively correlated with SIN scores (Skoe et al.,
2019; Ruggles et al., 2014; Coffey et al., 2016). However, other studies reported inconclusive
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evidence about the relationship between SIN and either of these factors (e.g. Yeend et al., 2017).
For example, Yeend et al. (2017) investigated the association between noise exposure and SIN
perception of 122 participants (age range = 30-57). Previous noise exposure was assessed using a
series of online surveys that gathered detailed information on previous noisy occupational
settings, leisure activities and use of hearing protection (Beach et al., 2013; Williams et al.,
2015). Their test battery included extensive audiometric testing (e.g. tympanometry, audiometry,
acoustic reflexes, otoacoustic emissions, and medial olivocochlear responses), temporal and
spectral processing (i.e. detection of amplitude modulation and temporal fine structure), SIN
tests as well as attention and memory evaluations. Their SIN test consisted of one condition of
the Listening in Spatialized Noise-Sentences test (LiSN-S; Cameron et al., 2006) in which
speech was spatially separated from background noise by 90 degrees. Their results did not show
a link between lifetime noise exposure and performance on any of the temporal and spectral
processing tasks nor the SIN test. Musical training was associated with better performance on
temporal and spectral processing tasks, but it was not correlated with SIN perception. In fact,
their results suggest that working memory, attention, and extended high-frequency thresholds
were more important factors than musical training for SIN processing.
The findings of previous studies on SIN perception in musicians have a number of
limitations. First, most studies used a small sample size of listeners. If using hypothesis testing, a
small sample size can increase the likelihood of a Type I error -that is, the null hypothesis is
rejected even though there is no actual difference between groups (Batterham & Atkinson,
2005). Second, the SIN tasks differed in terms of target stimuli (e.g. syllables, words, sentences)
and background noise (e.g. speech-shaped noise, speech babble). Individual performance on
these tests depends on the difficulty level of the speech materials, making comparisons between
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studies difficult (Duncan & Aarts, 2006). Third, several studies did not include outer hair cell
assessments such as DPOAE or EHFs. A positive relationship has been found between outer hair
cell function and speech perception performance in quiet and noise (e.g. Hoben et al., 2017).
These limitations and differences across studies make generalizability, replicability and
comparisons a challenge.
1.4

Purpose of the study
Several researchers have suggested that ANFs with a high threshold and low-SR may be

affected by excessive noise exposure, even when hearing thresholds at conventional frequencies
(250-8000 Hz) remain unaffected. CS in humans may lead to difficulties perceiving temporal
cues as ANFs with a high threshold and low-SR may be the most vulnerable to excessive noise
exposure (Bharadwaj et al., 2014; Lopez-Poveda & Barrios, 2013). Damage to these ANFs
could be especially apparent in situations with low SNRs, such as in speech recognition in noise.
The objective of the current study was to investigate the functional consequences of CS by
comparing an at-risk group of student musicians with a control group with little-to-no musical
training. Information was collected on previous noise exposure using the NESI questionnaire, a
structured interview about lifetime noise exposure. To investigate monaural temporal resolution,
we used the RGDT with broadband noise stimuli. Previous literature on gap detection thresholds
for young adults with normal hearing show thresholds between 2 and 5 ms. Should the musician
group show temporal processing difficulties, we expect higher thresholds for those participants
in comparison to the control group. A functional assessment of temporal acuity was also carried
out using an experimental version of the HINT, which offered the opportunity to independently
use ITD and ILD cues for separating the perceived location of speech materials from noise. The
noise-front (NF) condition (speech and noise lateralized at the same location within the head),
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was expected to result in higher thresholds (in dB SNR) than the noise-side (NS) condition
(speech spatially separated from noise). Speech reception thresholds (in dB SNR) were
predicted to be lower for the ILD-only and ITD-only conditions than for the NF condition, but
higher compared to the NS (when both ITD and ILD cues were available). A decrease in one’s
ability to detect small ITDs between the two ears could lead to ‘added processing noise’ (van der
Heijden & Trahiotis, 1999), which in turn would require an increase in signal level to allow
accurate speech perception. It was predicted that musicians may have more difficulty in the ITDonly condition, which is likely more reliant on temporal processing, than in the ILD-only
condition. The association between SIN performance on the ITD condition and previous noise
exposure was also explored.
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Chapter 2: Method
2.1

Participants
There were two groups of participants. The control group consisted of 23 participants (15

females, MAGE = 22.7, range = 18 to 28, SD =3) with no history of significant noise exposure or
tinnitus. The experimental group consisted of 20 students from the University of British
Columbia’s School of Music (14 females, MAGE = 21.9 years, range = 18-27, SD=2.5), with
significant exposure to loud sounds through rehearsals, concerts and individual practice. Their
main music instruments were voice (N=6), piano (N=3), trombone (N=3), trumpet (N=2), oboe
(N=2), viola (N=1), clarinet (N=1), French horn (N=1) and piccolo (N=1). Some music students
reported having tinnitus (N=3), ear infections in both ears as children requiring antibiotics (N=4),
and a history of concussion (N=1). They reported listening to personal listening devices at
volumes of 82% or less. Information on participant characteristics is provided for the musician
and non-musician groups in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Participant characteristics
Age (years)
Musicians Mean = 23 (3)
Range = 18-28

Sex
14 females
6 males

Controls

15 females
7 males

MAGE = 22 (2.5)
Range = 18-27

Ethnicity
Caucasian (11)
Asian (7)
Indigenous (1)
Other (1)
Caucasian (4)
Asian (13)
Indigenous (2)
Mixed (3)
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2.1.1

Inclusion criteria
To be included in the study, all participants needed to have: (1) normal pure-tone

thresholds at conventional frequencies (i.e. <25 dB HL from 250-8000 Hz), (2) no large
asymmetry in hearing thresholds between the two ears from 250-8000 Hz (i.e. <15 dB HL
difference), (3) normal middle-ear function established through immittance testing, (4) normal
outer hair cell function at 4 kHz established through DPOAE testing, (5) be fluent in English
(due to the linguistic nature of some tests), and (6) be between the ages of 18-28. In addition to
the above-mentioned criteria, the control group had to meet the following: (1) listen to their
personal listening devices at volumes of 60% or less in accordance with the World Health
Organization (2015), (2) no reported hearing difficulty, (3) no history of noise exposure through
work, hobbies or military, (4) no previous history of head injuries, ear infections or ear surgery,
and (5) no asymmetry in hearing thresholds between 9 and 16 kHz (<15 dB HL difference
between the two ears).
2.1.2

Recruitment
The participants of this study were all students recruited through circulation of the study

details by the University of British Columbia Faculty members and online postings. This study
was approved by the University of British Columbia Ethics Committee (#H16-02052).
2.2
2.2.1

Procedure
Overview
This study was a part of a larger study taking place in the Middle Ear Lab at the

University of British Columbia (see appendix A for the full protocol). Participants took part in
three testing sessions. Prior to the first session of testing, all participants completed an online or
paper questionnaire to determine their eligibility based on their previous noise exposure and
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listening habits. The first testing session began by obtaining written consent from participants,
followed by a series of tests to determine eligibility such as otoscopy, tympanometry, middle-ear
reflexes, conventional and extended high-frequency audiometry (250 Hz to 16 000 Hz), and
otoacoustic emissions. If participants met the inclusion criteria, the following testing sessions
were scheduled. The HINT test was part of the second session that took approximatively one
hour to complete. This session also included the random gap detection test (RGDT; Keith, 2000),
the Digit Triplet test (DT; Rudmin, 1987), and the temporal modulation transfer function test
(TMTF; Viemeister, 1979). The third session consisted of the NESI and electrocochleography.
All behavioral testing was conducted in a sound-treated booth that met minimum ambient noise
level requirements (ISO 8253-1:2010) with appropriately calibrated audiometric equipment
(ANSI S3.6, 2004). The current dissertation focuses on the results of the NESI, the HINT, and
the RGDT.
2.2.2

Lifetime Noise Exposure
Participants’ previous noise exposure was assessed through a structured interview, the

NESI (Guest et al., 2018). This interview explores all activities the participant has experienced as
noisy across their lifetime by gathering information on each activity in terms of: i. years of
exposure (Y), ii. weeks per year of exposure (W), iii. days per week of exposure (D), iv. hours
per day of exposure (H), v. the proportion of time hearing protection was worn (P), vi. the
estimated sound level based on vocal effort (L), and vii. attenuation of hearing protection in dBA
based on type used (A). The information collected through the interview was used to calculate a
lifetime noise exposure metric in “units of noise exposure”, where one unit is equivalent to one
working year of exposure to 90 dBA. Three different formulas were used to calculate units of
noise exposure, adapted to account for the use of hearing protection and the amount of noise
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reduction of each activity. The calculated values of noise exposure for each of the activities
reported by a participant were added to obtain an estimation of their lifetime noise exposure
(Guest et al., 2018). For activities in which hearing protection was used and reduced sound levels
to 80 dBA or less, formula 1 was used:
Units of noise exposure =

!∗ $∗%∗&
'()(

!"#$
%$

∗ (1 − 𝑃) ∗ 10

(1)

where
Y

years of exposure

W

weeks per year of exposure

D

days per week of exposure

H

hours per day of exposure

P

proportion of time hearing protection was worn

L

estimated sound level based on vocal effort

A

Attenuation of hearing protection in dBA based on type used

If participants used hearing protection but it did not reduce levels to 80 dBA, formula 2 was used
to calculate the unit of noise exposure:
Units of noise exposure =
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+

(2)

Formula 3 was used when activities did not involve the use of hearing protection:
Units of noise exposure =
2.2.3

!∗ $∗%∗&
'()(

!"#$
%$

∗ 10

(3)

The hearing-in-noise test
The HINT is an adaptive test developed to measure speech reception thresholds in quiet

and noise. The sentences used in HINT take into account the lexical status of the words,
grammatical complexity and length of utterances, all of which can affect intelligibility (Luce et
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al., 1990). These sentences were produced by a professional voice actor to control speaking rate,
clarity and naturalness of the voice. The current study used the “adaptive HINT” method, in
which the level of the masking noise was kept constant at 65 dB (A) whereas sentences varied in
level. Participants were given the following written instructions to ensure consistency across
experimenters:
“This is a test of your ability to understand speech in noise. Throughout the test,
you will hear a man reading sentences in some background noise. The loudness
of the man’s voice will change during the testing. Sometimes it will be very
faint. Repeat everything you hear the man say, even when his voice is very soft.
Please repeat anything that you have heard, even if it is only part of the sentence.
It is all right to guess. Do not get discouraged if you find the task difficult. No
one is able to repeat all of the sentences correctly. Do you have any questions
about these instructions?”
The first sentence within each list was presented at the same level as the noise. After a
participant’s response to the first sentence, the level was increased or decreased in 4-dB steps for
the first 4 sentences, and then in 2-dB steps for the remaining sentences in a list. The response to
each sentence was scored as “correct” only if a participant repeated all the words in a sentence
correctly. The current study uses an experimental version of HINT that allows for independent
manipulation of ITD and ILD cues by modifying the head-related transfer functions. The stimuli
modifications are similar to those used by Aronoff et al. (2010). There were four conditions in
this study: (1) noise presented to the front of the listener with both ITD and ILD cues (NF
condition), (2) noise presented at 90° or 270° azimuth with both ILD and ITD cues (NS
condition), (3) noise presented to 90° or 270° azimuth using ILD cues only (ILD condition), and
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(4) noise presented to 90° or 270° azimuth using ITD cues only (ITD condition). The NS
condition was based on recordings taken from an ear canal microphone in a Knowles Electronics
Manikin for Acoustic Research (KEMAR) in sound field. These recordings were used to
calculate head-related transfer functions that incorporated the effects of various binaural cues. At
180° azimuths, the level and phase differences between the two ears are null. The ILD condition
was created by removing ITD cues, using identical phase responses for both ears derived from a
recording of noise at 180° azimuth. Similarly, the ITD condition was created by using ILDs for a
noise source located at 180° azimuth.
HINT was presented via a Lenovo laptop computer connected to an Otometrics Madsen
Astera2 audiometer using a stereo to 2 RCA audio cable. The volume of the laptop was set to
100%. HINT calibration was done prior to testing the first participant, and halfway through
testing using the HINT calibration tone (1 kHz at 100 dB SPL). The output of HDA200
circumaural headphones was measured with a Larson Davis sound level meter and the dial
volume was adjusted in the Otosuite software (v.4.80.00, GN Otometrics™) to obtain a value on
the sound level meter as close to 100 dB SPL as possible. Prior to the arrival of each participant,
the presentation dials were adjusted through Otosuite to ensure appropriate output with values
obtained at the time of calibration. A biological check was conducted prior to the second testing
session of each participant to verify that selecting ‘noise right’ or ‘noise left’ translated into the
appropriate output. The HINT sentences are based on the Bamford-Kowal-Bench sentences
designed for speech assessment of British children. Nilsson et al. (1994) adapted these sentences
by removing British idioms and usages that are less familiar to North American English listeners.
HINT sentences are at a grade one level to ensure that lexical knowledge has a minimal effect on
the outcome of the test. The masking noise used in HINT consists of a long-term average
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spectrum of all the American English sentences recorded for this test (Nilsson et al., 1994).
Nilsson et al. (1994) used the frequency responses of the long-term average spectrum to generate
a filter through which white noise was passed. For all HINT conditions in the present study,
speech was presented to the front of the listener (0° azimuth). First, two lists of sentences (i.e.
trials) were presented for the NF condition. Subsequently, the NS, ILD, and ITD conditions were
presented. Table 2.2 summarizes the masking noise location and spatial cues present in each
condition.
Table 2.2 HINT conditions
Shaded rows indicate trials that were conducted only if the SNR standard deviation of trial 1 was
over 2.0 dB.
Condition

Trial

Masking noise

Spatial cues

NF

1

Front

Interaural level and time differences

NF

2

Front

Interaural level and time differences

NS

1

Side

Interaural level and time differences

NS

2

Side

Interaural level and time differences

ILD

1

Side

Interaural level differences

ILD

2

Side

Interaural level differences

ITD

1

Side

Interaural time differences

ITD

2

Side

Interaural time differences

At the end of each trial, the HINT software generated the estimated SNR at which
participants could repeat back all of the words, the standard deviation of the SNR and the
percentage of intelligibility (i.e. % words correct). For NS, ILD, and ITD conditions, a second
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trial was conducted if the standard deviation of the SNR obtained in trial 1 was 2.0 dB or above.
The sentence lists, the order of NS, ILD, and ITD conditions and the side on which the noise was
presented (i.e. 90° or 270° azimuth) were counterbalanced across participants. Normative HINT
values, in dBs, were reported for TDH-50 headphones for the NF and NS conditions by Soli &
Wong (2008). The sample consisted of 67 adults (mean age = 38.7 years) with normal hearing at
octave frequencies between 250 to 8000 Hz. Participants performed better in the NS condition,
where noise was presented at 90 or 270° azimuth (MSNR = -10.1 dB, SD = ±1.3 dB) than in the
NF condition, where noise was presented to the front (MSNR = -2.6 dB, SD = ±1.0 dB).
2.2.4

The random gap detection test
The RGDT is a temporal measure frequently used to assess the temporal resolution

ability of children and adults with auditory processing disorders (e.g. Balen et al., 2009). The
RGDT is a revision of the Auditory Fusion Test – Revised (McCroskey and Keith, 1996), in
which tones or clicks separated by silent gaps of varying duration are presented in a random
order (Chermak & Lee, 2005). In the current study, a custom version of the RGDT was used in
which the stimuli consisted of sequences of two bursts of broadband noise presented to the ear
with a lower pure-tone average. If both ears had identical pure-tone averages, the RGDT was
presented on the same side as the noise in the HINT-NS condition. The stimulus was presented
through a Lenovo laptop computer connected to an Otometrics Madsen Astera2 audiometer.
Circumaural HDA200 headphones were used. The presentation level was set to the added value
of their pure-tone average for that ear and 50 dB HL. All participants took part in a training
phase where they were presented with 6 trials with gap durations of either 0- or 40-ms intervals.
The experimental phase included a total of 150 trials with gap durations of 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12,
16, and 20 ms. The task took approximatively 10 minutes to complete. The output of the RGDT
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software gives access to a list of responses for each of the silent intervals. The gap detection
threshold was selected as the smallest silent interval for which a listener perceived a gap (two
noise bursts) over 70% of the time.
2.3

Data analysis
A Bayesian approach was selected for the data analysis (the raw data are included

displayed in the Appendix). Bayesian inference is well equipped to analyze datasets with a small
sample size, as a model is developed based on the parameters of the model and observed data,
and is valid for any sample size (Hox et al., 2012; Lee and Song, 2004). The objective of
Bayesian modelling is to redistribute credibility of parameter values into posterior distributions
using the observed data (Kruchke & Liddel, 2018). Statistical analyses were conducted using the
R statistical programming language (R Core Team, 2017) with the “rethinking” package
(McElreath, 2020). This package uses a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler
implemented in the Stan statistical programming language (Carpenter et al., 2017). An
additional linear model was fit to investigate NESI as predictor variables with HINT SNR as the
outcome variable. The optimal amount of regularization for priors was chosen by conducting
sensitivity analyses. The selected model for the main analysis used a Student likelihood
distribution with 5 degrees of freedom. The model intercept had a normal prior with mean = 0
and SD = 1. The prior distribution for the conditions within each group was set as normal with
mean = 0 and SD = 0.35.
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Chapter 3: Results
3.1

Noise Exposure Structured Interview
Estimated lifetime noise exposure was obtained by summating estimated units of noise

exposure for each activity. Figure 3.2 illustrates the distribution of NESI scores for the musicians
and controls.

Figure 3.2 Boxplot of lifetime noise exposure estimated through NESI. Minimum, first
quartile, second quartile (i.e. median), third quartile, maximum and outliers of the data set are
represented.
The limits of the first quartile and third quartile of the data for each group are represented
as the grey shaded box. There is no overlap between this portion of the data for two groups,
which illustrates that most musicians had higher estimated noise exposure. The model used was a
robust Bayesian analogue of a classic t-test with a Student’s t distribution as the likelihood
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function and log of NESI as the outcome variable. The use of a Student t likelihood function for
two-group comparison is suitable for analyzing data sets that are likely to contain outliers
(Kruschke, 2011). The prior for the group means was normally distributed with a mean = 0 and a
SD estimated from the sample as a hyper parameter. The priors for all SD parameters and for
the shape parameter (also called “degrees of freedom”) of the Student-t likelihood were
distributed as Exponential(1). The full model description is available in the Appendix. A visual
check of the chain showed no abnormalities. Each parameter converged with a number of
effective samples of 8000 or larger. The marginal posterior of the difference in the mean NESI
scores between the two groups had a mean of 2.3 [1.42, 3.25]. The marginal posterior of the
effect size for the difference between the two groups was calculated in a similar way to Cohen’s
d, and was large (1.6); there was a 94.5% probability that the effect size was larger than 1 (UI =
[1, 2.6]). Thus, the model is very confident that the two groups differ in terms of estimated
lifetime noise exposure.
3.2

Random gap detection test
A gap detection threshold was obtained for each participants’ better ear. The data for one

musician and four controls are missing because of a programming error. All participants
obtained thresholds of 4 ms, with the exception of 2 musicians who obtained thresholds of 2 ms.
Given the lack of variability in these data, no further analysis was performed on the RGDT data.
3.3

Hearing-in-noise test
Musicians and controls were tested on four conditions of the HINT: (1) noise presented to

the front of the listener using both ITD and ILD cues (NF), (2) noise presented to one side using
both ILD and ITD cues (NS), (3) noise presented to one side using ILD cues only (ILD) and (4)
noise presented one the side using ITD cues only (ITD). Figure 3.3 shows HINT scores across
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groups and conditions. Although the SNRs of the control group in the ITD condition appear to
have more variability, there is a large amount of overlap between the experimental and control
group across all conditions. SNR values were generally more variable for the NS, ITD and ILD
conditions than for the NF condition.

Figure 3.3. Standardized HINT SNRs across groups and conditions. Filled triangles illustrate
the HINT scores obtained for the control group whereas circles indicate scores of the musician
group. Dotted lines correspond to minimum and maximum values. A lower SNR corresponds to
a better score on the HINT.
SNR values were transformed into z-scores to facilitate the convergence of the MCMC
process used to calculate the posterior of the Bayesian statistical analysis. A multilevel linear
regression model with noncentered parameterization was fit with standardized HINT scores as
the outcome variable. The model included varying intercepts for listeners. Although it would
have been desirable to include varying slopes for listeners by condition, it was not possible to get
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the MCMC sampling to converge due to limited data points (one HINT score per condition for
each participant). The likelihood function was a Student’s t distribution with 5 degrees of
freedom. The linear model included fixed effects for condition (NF, NS, ITD, ILD) and group
(musician and control participants). The prior distribution for the model intercept was defined as
a normal distribution with mean = 0 and SD = 1. The prior distribution for the conditions within
each group was normal with mean = 0 and SD = 0.35. Each parameter converged with a number
of effective samples of 8000 or larger. Chain convergence and sampling was monitored through
visual examination of the traceplots and no abnormalities were detected. The sensitivity analysis
showed that a more strongly regularizing prior (SD = 0.25) and a more weakly regularizing prior
(SD = 0.75) for the interaction coefficient sampled less efficiently and led to parameter estimates
with similar medians, but less precise UIs (see the Appendix for full description of the model,
and the results of the sensitivity analysis). A posterior predictive check showed that the model’s
pointwise predictions were reasonably accurate for most data points (as illustrated in the
Appendix). Figure 3.4 displays the posterior means for each condition of the fitted Bayesian
regression model (filled triangles for control group; open circles for the musician group) and the
sample mean HINT scores (blue, filled circles) for each group and condition. In this figure, bars
represent the 89% uncertainty intervals. The estimates of the multilevel model, with the
exception of ILD condition, are shrinked towards the overall posterior intercept of the model
(displayed by the horizontal dotted line), as expected.
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Figure 3.4. Predicted and sample means for musicians and controls. The horizontal dotted
line displays the overall posterior intercept of the Bayesian model. The error bars represent the
89% uncertainty interval for each estimate.
The marginal posteriors for differences between groups and conditions are reported as means
together with the smallest interval that contains 90% of the probability mass (uncertainty
interval’ or UI, in square brackets). Overall, there was a small advantage for the musician group
in speech perception in noise (mean difference between musician and control groups = 0.5 [0,
1.0]). Group differences for each HINT condition were very small and the estimated sign of the
difference (i.e. positive or negative) was uncertain (NF = 0.5 [-0.3, 1.2 ]; NS = 0.6 [-0.1, 1.4];
ITD = 0.3 [-0.5, 1.1]; ILD = 0.6 [-0.3, 1.4]). There were large differences between the NF and
the NS conditions (mean = 6.7 [6.2, 7.2], the NF and the ITD conditions (mean = 4.3 [3.8, 4.8]),
and the NF and the ILD conditions (mean = 4.4 [3.9, 4.9]). There was a smaller, but clearly
negative difference between the NS and the ITD conditions (mean = -2.4 [-3.0, -1.9], and
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between the NS and the ILD conditions (mean = -2.3 [-2.9, -1.8]). By contrast, the difference
between the ILD and the ITD conditions was very small and of uncertain sign (mean = 0.1 [ -0.4,
0.7). These results indicate that participants benefitted of the separation of speech from noise,
even when they could only rely on one binaural cue (ITD or ILD).
3.3.1

Hearing-in-noise test and estimated previous noise exposure
This analysis included HINT-ITD as the outcome variable and NESI and group as

predictor variables. The regression model also included the interaction of NESI scores and
group. The ITD condition was selected as the outcome variable as it was expected to be most
affected by CS, and led to the most variability in HINT performance. The full model description
and sensitivity analysis are available in the Appendix. To facilitate the convergence of the
MCMC process used to calculate the posterior of Bayesian statistical analysis, SNR values were
standardized and NESI scores were transformed into log values. The overall intercept and
interaction coefficients were set as normal distributions with mean = 0 and SD = 1. Normal
distributions with means = 0 and SD = 0.25 were used for the individual predictors of NESI and
group, as well as the interaction coefficients. A visual check of the MCMC chain showed no
abnormalities. The posterior showed that slope coefficients of the estimated regression line
between ITD and NESI were small and of uncertain sign for both musicians (0,10 [-0.05, 0.27])
and controls listeners (0.01 [-0.11, 0.14]). Figure 3.5 shows estimated slopes and sample data for
musicians and controls for HINT-ITD as the outcome variable.
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Figure 3.5 Estimated slopes and sample data for HINT-ITD and NESI regression analysis.
Mean estimated regression line with 89% probability uncertainty intervals (shaded areas) for
HINT-ITD as the outcome variable for musicians (left panel) and control listeners (right panel).
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Chapter 4: Discussion
There is emerging evidence that CS may occur in humans (Liberman et al., 2016) and
cause functional consequences such as difficulty with temporal coding or speech in noise
perception (Furman et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2012). The purpose of the current study was to
investigate these functional consequences in an at-risk group of young student musicians using a
control group with no history of excessive noise exposure. Through Bayesian modelling, our
results show a high degree of confidence that the musician group had higher estimated lifetime
noise exposure than the control group. There was also a small advantage for the musician group
in HINT scores, but the uncertainty interval was relatively large. Participants in the current
sample had lower HINT scores for the NS condition in comparison to the NF condition.
Similarly, differences were found between the NF and ITD conditions and between the NF and
ILD conditions, indicating that participants likely benefitted from the separation of speech from
noise, even with limited access to binaural cues. Differences between the ILD and ITD
conditions were very small and of uncertain sign, indicating that participants in this sample likely
benefitted equally from both spatial cues. Similarly, the association between HINT-ITD and
estimated lifetime noise exposure was uncertain for the control and musician group.
4.1

Noise Exposure Structured Interview
As expected, the musicians in this sample had higher estimated lifetime noise exposure.

The NESI has been used previously in a pilot study evaluating music industry workers’ noise
exposure (Dewey et al., 2018) and in CS studies (e.g. Guest et al. 2018). In non-music industry
workers, the range of values found in these previous studies was wider (between ~0.01-100 units
of noise exposure) than the current study (0.02-7.2 units of noise exposure). The music group in
Dewey et al. (2018) obtained values between approximatively between 4 and 300 units of noise
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exposure, whereas the current results show lower bound of values (between 0.34 – 320 units of
noise exposure). One possible reason for these differences lies in the age of participants. The
participants in the current study were younger (between 18 and 28 years of age) than those in
previous studies using the NESI (between 18 and 40 years of age).
4.2

Random gap-in-noise test
In light of previous literature, musicians were expected to obtain higher gap detection

thresholds than controls, as higher noise exposure could lead to impaired temporal resolution.
Our results show similar gap detection performance for both groups, suggesting that the musician
group does not have impaired temporal acuity as estimated through this test. Results in the
current study are comparable to those of Roberts & Lister (2004) and Musiek et al., (2005), who
obtained gap detection thresholds between 2 and 4.9 ms for young adults with normal hearing
thresholds. The young musicians in the current sample were between the ages of 18 to 28. It is
possible that a longer period of noise exposure is required to lead to a measurable loss of
temporal acuity.
4.3

Hearing-in-noise test performance as a function of localization cues and noise

exposure
The prediction for HINT was the following: if noise exposure results in impaired
temporal processing, then musicians could have lower SNRs than controls when using ITD cues
for speech perception. Our findings did not demonstrate a difference between groups for any of
the HINT conditions. A difference was found between the NF condition in comparison to the
NS, ITD and ILD conditions. Specifically, the posterior of the Bayesian model indicated a 100%
probability that listeners perform worse in the NF condition than in the NS, ITD or ILD
conditions. This finding is consistent with those of other studies using the HINT-NF and NS
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conditions in which the separation of speech from noise leads to better SIN perception (e.g.
Culling et al., 2004; Nilsson et al., 1994; Parbery-Clark et al., 2009). Participants in Soli &
Wong’s (2008) study also performed better in the NS condition (MSNR = -10.1 dB, SD = ±1.3 dB)
than in the NF condition (MSNR = -2.6 dB, SD = ±1.0 dB). The participants in Soli & Wong’s
(2008) study were native English speakers, whereas our sample included bilingual speakers
whose first language was not English. The similarity between previous norms and the current
results indicates that the bilingualism of the listeners in the current study likely did not adversely
affect our results.
In contrast with Culling et al. (2004), who found that listeners with no reported hearing
difficulties benefitted more from ITD cues over ILD cues, the current study did not find a
difference between the two conditions. Differences in the stimuli used and participant
characteristics could explain the contrasting results. The main stimuli in Culling et al. (2004)
consisted of the Harvard sentence list, which contains sentences that are less predictable (e.g.,
“The small pup gnawed a hole in the sock”) than HINT sentences. The participants who took
part in the study by Culling and colleagues were college students with no reported hearing
difficulties. By contrast, seven music students and five control listeners in the current study
reported hearing difficulties in loud environments or when the speaker “mumbles”. It is difficult
to determine if hearing sensitivity or age differences could explain the discrepancy, as no
audiometric testing was conducted and the mean age of participants were not reported.
The current results support the growing literature on CS in which a noise-exposed group
and control group obtain similar SIN scores (e.g. Fulbright et al., 2017; Yeend et al., 2017) as
well as the literature on musicians’ SIN perception where no differences between groups are
found for SIN perception (e.g. Ruggles et al., 2014; Yeend et al., 2017). Our results contrast with
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the findings by Liberman and colleagues (2016) who found a difference in SIN performance
between the at-risk group and control group. A number of factors could explain this difference.
First, the inclusion criteria in the current study were stricter than those in Liberman et al. (2016).
In addition to having normal hearing and unremarkable otoscopic examinations, the control
group in the current study was screened for outer hair cell dysfunction through DPOAEs, had no
history of head injuries, or excessive use of personal listening devices. Factors such as outer hair
cell function, head injuries and excessive use of personal listening devices have all been
associated with difficulties perceiving SIN and could contribute to the lower SRTs seen in the
music group (Gilliver et al., 2017; Hoben et al., 2017; Thompson et al., 2018). Second,
Liberman et al. (2016) found a difference between the two groups in EHF results, where the atrisk group had higher EHF thresholds. As mean and standard deviation are not provided in the
paper for each group individually, it is difficult to determine if age had an impact on extended
high-frequency threshold results. However, the age range of the participants in the current study
is more constrained (18 to 28 years of age) than in the study by Liberman and colleagues (18 to
41 years of age). As aging also has an effect on the auditory system (e.g. loss of ANF fibers; see,
for example, Makary et al., 2011) and the auditory system generally, it is possible that the effect
seen in Liberman et al. (2016) is both age-related and noise-induced. Furthermore, the current
study had strictly student musicians in the at-risk group and a more extensive measure of noise
exposure. Having stricter inclusion criteria and a more representative measure of noise exposure
may increase homogeneity in the sample population, and optimize external and internal validity
(Patino & Ferreira, 2018). Homogenous samples are important in the current context of CS
studies, as the objective is often to find a test that is sensitive to the condition.
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In the current study, the similar performance between groups in the HINT could be
explained by the following reasons: (1) the HINT test may not be sensitive enough as a screening
tool for CS, (2) the at-risk group in the current study did not have sufficient noise exposure to
observe functional impairments due to CS, (3) CS is not as widespread in humans as previously
thought or (4) the presence of an interactions between noise exposure and an advantage for
sound processing in musicians. First, it is possible that HINT conditions used in this study were
not sensitive to CS due to noise overexposure. However, this possibility is unlikely as the HINT
has been validated to predict speech intelligibility in a wide range of communication
environments, including as a measure of functional hearing for hearing-critical jobs (Giguere et
al., 2008). Second, it is likely that the at-risk group in the current study did not have sufficient
noise exposure to see functional impairments due to CS. The few studies who explored CS in
older participants found reductions in wave I ABR (Gu et al., 2012; Schaette & McAlpine, 2011;
Valderrama et al., 2018). In Schaette and McAlpine, the experimental group consisted of 15
participants with tinnitus (MAGE = 36.3 ± 2.6) and 18 controls (MAGE = 33.2 ± 1.9). The
experimental group showed a reduction in ABR wave I amplitude, which either suggests a
reduction in number of responsive ANFs, reduced synchrony in the discharge of the ANFs, or
both. Thus, an older age group consists of an interesting avenue for CS research, especially to
explore functional deficits in SIN perception. Third, it is possible that CS alone, with no
permanent hearing threshold shift, may not be as widespread in humans as previously thought.
Currently, noise exposure parameters such as level and duration needed to see CS in humans
remain unknown (Kujawa & Liberman, 2019). Animal models allow for rigorous control of
high-level noise exposure, whereas humans may have varying degrees of exposure within the
experimental group. The range for CS is very narrow. In animal models, decreasing the sound
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presentation level by 3 dB eliminates CS whereas increasing the level by 3 dB leads to
permanent hearing threshold shifts in addition to CS (Bramhall et al., 2019). Furthermore, animal
studies with macaque monkeys show that they are more resistant to CS than rodents (Valero et
al., 2017). Similar noise exposure led to 12-27% loss of synapses in monkeys and 40-55% loss in
rodents (Kujawa & Liberman, 2009; Lin et al., 2011; Hickox et al., 2017). If humans are less
vulnerable to noise-induced CS, it may be difficult to uncover it without other types of noiseinduced hearing loss. Fourth, a possible explanation lies in the interaction of noise exposure and
a musician advantage for SIN perception. The current data does not allow for an investigation of
both factors, as data on the onset/years of music training was not collected. Even if music
training offers some protection against the detrimental effects of noise exposure, longer musical
experience also results in increased history of noise exposure. Increased noise exposure could
counter the previous effect and eventually become a measurable SIN disadvantage for musicians
(Skoe, Camera & Turfs, 2018). In the current study, a Bayesian regression model showed a very
weak associations of uncertain sign between the estimated of lifetime noise exposure and HINTITD SNRs. Further research should be conducted to explore the association between noise
exposure and speech perception performance in older musicians who have a longer history of
noise exposure than the musicians who participated in the current study.
4.4

Study limitations
One limitation often seen in behavioral studies measuring SIN perception is the use of a

small sample size. The current study had 20 participants in the music group and 22 participants
in the control group. Although Bayesian modelling is more robust to the effects of a small
sample size than traditional statistics (Hox et al., 2012; Lee and Song, 2004), the model in the
main analysis could be improved by including varying slopes for participants in order to model
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differences in HINT scores by condition among participants. A multilevel model with varying
slopes for listeners by condition would have been ideal, but limited data points per participant
did not allow the MCMC chain to converge. Another limitation to consider is the use of a selfreport measure for the estimation of lifetime noise exposure. Although determining dB levels
based on vocal effort has been validated, any self-report measure is prone to measurement errors
(e.g. Ferguson et al., 2019). Ferguson et al. (2019) found that 91% of participants reported noise
levels based on vocal effort within 6 dB of the direct measurement. The dB scale being a
logarithmic scale, an underestimation of 6 dB corresponds to underestimating four times the
quantity of acoustic energy. This is reflected in the calculation of units of noise exposure for an
activity. For instance, a noisy activity done 3 times per week for 5 years at 99 dB corresponds to
8.25 units of noise exposure, whereas the same activity at 105 dB finds an estimated 32.8 units of
noise exposure. Underestimating by 6 dB thus makes a considerable difference in the
calculations of units of lifetime noise exposure. A second measurement error could be
introduced if participants accidentally omit noisy recreational or occupational activities. Future
studies could use of a combination of indirect self-reporting and direct measures of sound
exposure, such as an in-ear dosimetry.
4.5

Conclusion and future directions
Early research on CS in humans has many gaps and more research should be conducted to

find (1) measures of noise exposure that are more representative of an individual’s lifetime noise
exposure, (2) behavioral tests with good sensitivity and specificity to reliably diagnose CS in
humans, (3) the amount of noise exposure needed to observe CS in humans, (4) the presence or
absence of an interaction between noise exposure and music training, (5) other factors that are
important to control for when investigating CS in humans, and (6) changes over time on a broad
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range of auditory assessments, including tests of temporal acuity. The current study attempted to
fill some of these gaps of knowledge by using two behavioral tests, the HINT and RGDT, to
investigate the functional consequences in an at-risk group of music students. No differences
between groups were found for any of the HINT conditions or the RGDT. It is possible that the
young music student sample did not have sufficient noise exposure to lead to temporal
processing difficulties due to CS. Given the current literature on CS in humans, strict inclusion
criteria, broad research protocols and interdisciplinary collaborations are warranted, as peripheral
auditory processes (e.g. outer hair cell function) and central factors (e.g. attention, personality)
must be controlled for. The current study could be developed further by testing older musicians
with normal hearing thresholds at conventional frequencies, or by conducting a longitudinal
study to see the trajectory of change. Should the HINT be used in future studies, it would be
important to determine the extent to which an ITD-detection threshold task relates to the HINTITD condition and thus, determine if that particular condition consists of an accurate measure of
temporal processing. The use of a direct measure of occupational noise exposure, such as
dosimetry, could complement self-reports of lifetime noise exposure. Typically, hearing
conservation programs use pure-tone audiometry for monitoring purposes based on the premise
that, if audiometric thresholds at conventional frequencies are less or equal to 20 dB HL, then no
damage to the auditory system is suspected. A revision of hearing conservation programs and
policy is warranted if noise exposure can induce CS and difficulties with temporal processing,
which would go undetected in existing programs.
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Appendices
Appendix A Hidden Hearing Loss Study Protocol – Middle Ear Laboratory
Session 1 (2 hours):
-

Consent form
Tinnitus Handicap Inventory
questionnaire
Otoscopy
Wideband Acoustic Immittance
Otoacoustic emissions (TEOAE and
DPOAE)
Multi-frequency tympanometry
Acoustic reflexes using 500 Hz and
broadband noise
Acoustic reflex latency test using
500 Hz and broadband noise

-

-

-

Bekesy extended high frequency
pure-tone audiometry from 25016000 Hz
Bone-conduction audiometry from
500-4000 Hz
Most comfortable and uncomfortable
levels (MCL and UCL) using the
rainbow passage
Loudness scaling at 4kHz
Masking Level Difference test
Threshold-in-Noise test
Multiple Auditory Processing
Assessment (35 mins)

Session 2 (1 hour):
-

Hearing-in-Noise Test (30 minutes)
Random Gap Detection Test (10 minutes)
Temporal Modulation Transfer Function test (10 minutes)
Digit Triplets Test (10 minutes)

Session 3: (1 hour)
-

Noise exposure structured interview (10-20 mins)
Electrocochleography
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Appendix B Raw data
B.1 Raw data obtained for the control group
Participant

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

NESI
RGDT
(units of (msec)
noise
exposure)
1.1
4
1.02
4
0.86
4
0.035
4
1.514
4
0.017
4
0.219
4
0.144
4
0.058
4
0.092
0.215
1.333
4
0.559
4
2.075
4
4.438
4
7.151
4
0.04
4
0.052
4
0.101
4
0.821
4
0.069
6.616
-

HINT-NF
(dB)

HINT-NS
(dB)

HINT-ITD
(dB)

HINT-ILD
(dB)

-3.2
-3.5
-3.1
-1.2
-1.0
-0.9
-2.2
-1.7
-3.1
-0.9
-1.9
-1.9
-2.1
0.9
-1.4
-0.8
1.0
-0.8
0.5
0.5
-2.4
0.1

-9.1
-10.3
-6.4
-7.8
-6.8
-10.5
-7.0
-8.2
-12.2
-8.3
-9.1
-9.7
-9.3
-7.0
-8.8
-7.9
-8.8
-8.3
-8.0
-5.7
-10.4
-7.4

-10.9
-10.5
-9.6
-5.3
-2.7
-6.2
-4.2
-8.3
-7.3
-6.3
-6.8
-5.4
-5.1
-6.2
-5.0
-4.7
-6.5
-7.4
-3.7
-4.5
-6.8
-5.4

-4.2
-3.9
-2.8
-6.3
-5.2
-8.3
-7.4
-5.8
-9.0
-6.7
-4.2
-8.6
-4.9
-3.3
-8.0
-6.4
-6.2
-5.3
-4.1
-4.8
-6.8
-8.0
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B.2 Raw data obtained for the musician group
Participant

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

NESI
(units of noise
exposure)
14.022
14.5
138.025
11.997
320.607
0.344
0.489
20.17
2.872
2.208
5.835
2.742
7.049
0.601
4.602
2.556
4.822
1.483
1.121
3.826

RGDT HINT-NF
(msec)
(dB)
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

-2.5
0.1
-2.1
2
-2.1
-3
-1.7
-1.7
-2.15
-2.05
-2.7
-0.95
-1.75
-2.15
-1.4
-2.4
-1.8
-3.1
-3.1
-0.95

HINT-NS
(dB)

HINTITD (dB)

HINT-ILD
(dB)

-8.6
-10.8
-5.6
-8.25
-9.1
-10.55
-6.75
-10.25
-9.8
-10.35
-10.3
-9
-7.65
-8.2
-6.8
-11.5
-10.1
-10.55
-9.8
-9.2

-8.6
-2.1
-6.15
-8.35
-4.3
-6.4
-7.7
-7
-5.6
-7.1
-6
-6.1
-7.7
-7.4
-5.85
-7.8
-5.7
-5.1
-8.2
-3

-4.1
-4.6
-2.95
-2.4
-6.4
-6.5
-4.05
-9.3
-7.8
-7.55
-7.45
-6.95
-7.5
-7.4
-7.6
-7.5
-8.7
-4.9
-8.55
-7
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Appendix C Statistical models
C.1 Multilevel regression model with student-t likelihood, log of NESI as the outcome
variable, and group as the predictor variable
m.NESI.ml <- ulam(
alist(
NESI ~ dstudent(nu, mu , sigma ),
mu <- a[group],
a[group] ~ dnorm( 0 , sigma_ml),
sigma <- sig[group],
sig[group] ~ dexp(1),
sigma_ml ~ dexp(1 ),
nu ~ dexp(1)
),
data=dlist, chains = 1, cores = 1, warmup = 2000, iter = 10000,
control = list(adapt_delta=0.95 ))
precis(m.NESI.ml, depth=2)
#
mean
sd 5.5%
# a[1]
-1.07 0.47 -1.80
# a[2]
1.52 0.33 1.00
# sig[1] 1.64 0.32 1.18
# sig[2] 1.23 0.30 0.80
# nu
3.34 1.36 1.67

94.5%
-0.31
2.05
2.19
1.75
5.82

n_eff Rhat4
10270 1
10239 1
8842
1
8033
1
7357
1
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C.2 Multilevel regression model with HINT scores as the outcome variable
Selected model: Multilevel regression model with interaction and Student likelihood – noncentered parametrization
model.11NC <- ulam(
alist(
hint ~ dstudent(5,mu,sigma),
mu <- a_bar + z[id]*sigma_id + bNG[cond,group],
a_bar ~ normal(0,1),
real['4,2']:bNG ~ normal(0,0.35),
z[id] ~ normal ( 0, 1),
sigma_id ~ dexp (1),
sigma ~ dexp (1),
gq> vector[id]:a <<- a_bar + z*sigma_id #
), data=dlist, warmup=30000, iter=60000, chains=1, cores=3,
control = list(adapt_delta=0.99, max_treedepth = 15), log_lik=TRUE,
start=list(sigma=sd(dlist$hint))
)
precis(model.11NC, depth=3, pars=c("a_bar", "sigma_id","sigma","bNG"))
#
mean
# a_bar
-0.01
# sigma_id 0.23
# sigma
0.41
# bNG[1,1] 1.36
# bNG[1,2] 1.20
# bNG[2,1] -0.85
# bNG[2,2] -1.08
# bNG[3,1] -0.09
# bNG[3,2] -0.20
# bNG[4,1] -0.08
# bNG[4,2] -0.29

sd
0.18
0.07
0.03
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20

5.5%
-0.29
0.12
0.36
1.05
0.89
-1.17
-1.40
-0.42
-0.53
-0.41
-0.62

94.5%
0.28
0.33
0.46
1.68
1.52
-0.54
-0.76
0.22
0.13
0.25
0.04

n_eff
8441
6877
16253
9760
9900
9798
10271
10060
10513
10281
10311

Rhat4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Alternative model: More strongly regularizing prior for bNG parameter (SD = 0.25)
model.11NCls <- ulam(
alist(
hint ~ dstudent(5,mu,sigma),
mu <- a_bar + z[id]*sigma_id + bNG[cond,group],
a_bar ~ normal(0,1),
real['4,2']:bNG ~ normal(0,0.25),
z[id] ~ normal ( 0, 1),
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sigma_id ~ dexp (1),
sigma ~ dexp (1)
# gq> vector[id]:a <<- a_bar + z*sigma_id #
), data=dlist, warmup=30000, iter=60000, chains=1, cores=3,
control = list(adapt_delta=0.99, max_treedepth = 15), log_lik=TRUE,
start=list(sigma=sd(dlist$hint))
)
precis(model.11NCls, depth=3, pars=c("a_bar", "sigma_id","sigma","bNG"))
#
mean
# a_bar
-0.01
# sigma_id 0.21
# sigma
0.43
# bNG[1,1] 1.21
# bNG[1,2] 1.08
# bNG[2,1] -0.76
# bNG[2,2] -0.93
# bNG[3,1] -0.09
# bNG[3,2] -0.17
# bNG[4,1] -0.07
# bNG[4,2] -0.24

sd 5.5%
0.10 -0.17
0.07 0.08
0.04 0.38
0.13 1.00
0.13 0.86
0.13 -0.97
0.14 -1.15
0.13 -0.30
0.13 -0.39
0.14 -0.28
0.14 -0.46

94.5% n_eff Rhat4
0.16 8049 1
0.32 5397 1
0.50 11520 1
1.42 13058 1
1.28 12064 1
-0.56 12229 1
-0.71 14560 1
0.12 13240 1
0.04 14246 1
0.15 13912 1
-0.02 14795 1

Alternative model: More weakly regularizing prior for bNG parameter (SD = 0.75)
model.11NCmw <- ulam(
alist(
hint ~ dstudent(5,mu,sigma),
mu <- a_bar + z[id]*sigma_id + bNG[cond,group],
a_bar ~ normal(0,1),
real['4,2']:bNG ~ normal(0,0.75),
z[id] ~ normal ( 0, 1),
sigma_id ~ dexp (1),
sigma ~ dexp (1)
# gq> vector[id]:a <<- a_bar + z*sigma_id #
), data=dlist, warmup=30000, iter=60000, chains=1, cores=3,
control = list(adapt_delta=0.99, max_treedepth = 15), log_lik=TRUE,
start=list(sigma=sd(dlist$hint))
)
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precis(model.11NCmw, depth=3, pars=c("a_bar", "sigma_id","sigma","bNG"))
#
mean
# a_bar
-0.01
# sigma_id 0.23
# sigma
0.41
# bNG[1,1] 1.40
# bNG[1,2] 1.23
# bNG[2,1] -0.87
# bNG[2,2] -1.10
# bNG[3,1] -0.09
# bNG[3,2] -0.20
# bNG[4,1] -0.08
# bNG[4,2] -0.30

sd 5.5%
0.26 -0.43
0.07 0.12
0.03 0.36
0.28 0.96
0.28 0.80
0.28 -1.31
0.28 -1.55
0.28 -0.54
0.28 -0.65
0.28 -0.53
0.28 -0.74

94.5%
0.41
0.33
0.46
1.84
1.67
-0.43
-0.66
0.35
0.25
0.37
0.15

n_eff Rhat4
7606 1
7229 1
17392 1
8147 1
8217 1
8166 1
8314 1
8415 1
8380 1
8396 1
8502 1

Alternative model: Using HalfNormal distribution instead of dexp
model.11NChN <- ulam(
alist(
hint ~ dstudent(5,mu,sigma),
mu <- a_bar + z[id]*sigma_id + bNG[cond,group],
a_bar ~ normal(0,1),
real['4,2']:bNG ~ normal(0,0.35),
z[id] ~ normal ( 0, 1),
sigma_id ~ dhalfnorm (0,1),
sigma ~ dhalfnorm (0,1),
gq> vector[id]:a <<- a_bar + z*sigma_id #
), data=dlist, warmup=30000, iter=60000, chains=1, cores=3,
control = list(adapt_delta=0.99, max_treedepth = 15), log_lik=TRUE,
start=list(sigma=sd(dlist$hint))
precis(model.11NChN, depth=3, pars=c("a_bar", "sigma_id","sigma","bNG"))
#
mean
# a_bar
-0.01
# sigma_id 0.23
# sigma
0.41
# bNG[1,1] 1.31
# bNG[1,2] 1.16
# bNG[2,1] -0.82
# bNG[2,2] -1.02
# bNG[3,1] -0.09
# bNG[3,2] -0.19
# bNG[4,1] -0.08
# bNG[4,2] -0.27

sd
0.14.
0.07
0.03
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16

5.5%
-0.22
0.11
0.36
1.06
0.91
-1.07
-1.28
-0.35
-0.45
-0.34
-0.53

94.5%
0.21
0.33
0.47
1.56
1.41
-0.57
-0.76
0.16
0.07
0.19
-0.01

n_eff Rhat4
6583 1
5146 1
13690 1
8874 1
8536 1
8852 1
9356 1
9417 1
9602 1
9398 1
9355 1
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Summary of sensitivity analysis:
The model using HalfNormal distributions and the model using a less strongly regularizing
prior for bNG (SD = 0.75) sample less efficiently than the selected model. The regularization
may be too strong when using SD = 0.25 for the interaction coefficient. Using SD = 0.35 for the
interaction coefficient leads to more effective sampling.
Posterior predictive check for selected model:
Actual data is represented by the blue dots and predicted data is represented by the open
circles. The minimum and maximum values of the collected data are represented by the plus
signs. The posterior predictive check shows that prediction is reasonably accurate for most data
points. In cases where prediction is less accurate (e.g. cases 3, 100), shrinkage results in worse
predictions for some of the more extreme scores.
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C.3 Regression model with HINT-ITD as the outcome variable and NESI scores as the
predictor variable
Selected model: Linear regression with NESI, group, and interaction between group and NESI
as predictor variables with strongly regularizing priors (SD = 0.25)
mNESIITD.3c <- quap(
alist(
ITD ~ dnorm(mu, sigma),
mu <- a + bN*NESI + bG*Ngroup + bNG*NESI*Ngroup,
a ~ dnorm (0,0.5),
bN ~ dnorm (0,0.25),
bG ~ dnorm (0,0.25),
bNG ~ dnorm (0,0.25),
sigma ~ dexp(1)
), data = dlist4)
precis(mNESIITD.3c)
#
mean sd
5.5% 94.5%
#a
-0.05 0.18 -0.34 0.24
# bN
-0.01 0.09 -0.16 0.14
# bG
-0.07 0.21 -0.40 0.26
# bNG 0.11 0.14 -0.11 0.33
# sigma 0.96 0.10 0.80 1.13
Alternative model: more weakly regularizing priors for slopes bN, bG and bNG (SD = 1)
mNESI.3 <- quap(
alist(
ITD ~ dnorm(mu, sigma),
mu <- a + bN*NESI + bG*Ngroup + bNG*NESI*Ngroup,
a ~ dnorm (0,0.5),
bN ~ dnorm (0,1),
bG ~ dnorm (0,1),
bNG ~ dnorm (0,1),
sigma ~ dexp(1)
), data = dlist4)
precis(mNESI.3)
#
mean sd 5.5% 94.5%
#a -0.03 0.21 -0.36 0.31
# bN -0.02 0.11 -0.20 0.15
# bG -0.22 0.35 -0.78 0.34
# bNG 0.17 0.17 -0.09 0.44
# sigma 0.96 0.10 0.79 1.12
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Alternative model: More strongly regularizing priors for bN, bG and bNG (SD = 0.5)
mNESI.3b <- quap(
alist(
ITD ~ dnorm(mu, sigma),
mu <- a + bN*NESI + bG*Ngroup + bNG*NESI*Ngroup,
a ~ dnorm (0,0.5),
bN ~ dnorm (0,0.5),
bG ~ dnorm (0,0.5),
bNG ~ dnorm (0,0.5),
sigma ~ dexp(1)
), data = dlist4)
precis(mNESI.3b)
#
mean sd 5.5% 94.5%
# a -0.04 0.20 -0.36 0.28
# bN -0.02 0.10 -0.19 0.15
# bG -0.16 0.30 -0.63 0.32
# bNG 0.15 0.16 -0.10 0.41
# sigma 0.96 0.10 0.80 1.12
Summary of sensitivity analysis:
Using less strongly regularizing priors (SD = 0.5 and SD = 1) for bN, bG and bNG lead
to unrealistically large SNRs for both groups. The estimates are more precise when using SD =
0.25 as uncertainty intervals are narrower.
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